
Grundy eyes $20m in art clear-out

THE richest art collection offered in Australia went on display at the West Australian Maritime Museum
in Fremantle yesterday before an auction in Sydney next month.

The exhibition of 90 paintings and sculptures amassed by Neighbours producer Reg Grundy and his wife Joy
Chambers-Grundy includes rare paintings by John Brack, sculptures by New Zealand-born Rosalie Gascoigne
and Fred Williams's pivotal You Yangs landscape.

Auction house Bonhams expects the artworks, bought by the couple during the 1980s and 90s, will fetch
between $15.5 million and $20.8m under the hammer.

If the sale achieves that low estimate, it will raise the benchmark for single-owner sales in Australia, where the
Harold E. Mertz collection in 2000 sold for $15.9m and the Fosters Collection in 2005 sold for $13.3m. Both
those total auction figures included the buyers' premium.

The Grundys' art curator, John Cruthers, has accompanied the works to Fremantle from London where they were
unveiled earlier this month. Exhibitions in Melbourne and Brisbane will also be staged before the sale on June
26.

Cruthers said the couple had a fastidious approach to collecting and focused mainly on particular artists. "Part of
the purpose of their collecting was to showcase these works overseas because they loved Australian art and they
thought it wasn't well enough shown over there," he said.

The Grundys' collection had been dispersed among homes in Los Angeles, London and Bermuda, and they also
held some in storage. They have chosen 90 from a total 160 items for this sale, which is being held so they can
simplify their affairs, Cruthers said. Mr Grundy is 89.

Cruthers said he expected the collection had doubled in value since it was acquired. "We bought the best and a
lot of the time we were competing against institutions," he said. The Grundys had planned to use the collection to
establish a private Australian art museum in London but the plan never came to fruition.
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Curator John Cruthers with Jeffery Smart's Luxury Cruise, John Olsen's El Amoladar and Herbert Badham's Travellers. Picture: Allen
Stewart Source: The Australian
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